THE BRIDGE BETWEEN
THE METAVERSE AND
THE UNIVERSE
The blockchain business arena has developed a new dimension in people's lives.

Including how they will have fun, play, pay bills, earn money, etc.

When we look at the market, we comprehend that the way people will live and interact with each other in the forthcoming years will change profoundly.

While some live in the world as it always was, others are already in the metaverse.

And for those who haven't come yet, they haven't found a safe way to do so.

1/4 of people will experience life in the metaverse daily.

But how will they make that move?

There are companies and initiatives in the traditional entertainment world. Just as there are numerous blockchain-based initiatives.

But how to connect both of them easily?
As long as the two universes are separated by barriers of access, complex language, insecurity, or ignorance, many people will be left out. Because, unfortunately, they don’t know how to connect the present with the future..

Until now.
Our Belief

We trust in the win-win-win mood

You win when the odds are at your favor.
You win when you stakes and value your assets.
You win when the market bulls anyway.

That's why BVT is the winners token

- Is an utility token.
- The token for those that like winning.
- The utility token can be used for living in Switzerland, the EU, and Brazil.
- A token for those that love 16.18% APY of passive income.
- A token for those that want to use a metaverse in real life.

The larger Crypto ATM company in Switzerland is our partner

- Around 34 ATMs machines;
- Hundreds of POS;
- Easily converts CHF and EURO to BVT;
- OTC exchange;

TIBC is a Swiss company that is passionate about the blockchain technology and that has been working with it for years now. We have one of the biggest Bitcoin ATM Network and we are also implemented in other European countries.
FOR THE ONES WHO LIKES TO WIN

FOR THOSE WHO PLAYS E-GAMES AND WANTS TO EARN MONEY

For them, BVT will be the token for play and earn.

FOR THOSE WHO ARE HEAVY CRYPTO USERS AND ARE TIRED OF DEPENDING ON EXCHANGES FOR FUN

For them, BVT will be the cross-platform integration token.

FOR THOSE WHO WANTS TO INVEST IN CRYPTO WITH RETURN AND VALUE

For them, BVT will be the token of appreciation in the long term.

BVT DETAILS

BVT is transparent and reliable

- Token Name: BVT
- Token Symbol: BVT
- Token max cap: 1,296,337,810,87
- Token max manually mintable: 400,000,000
- Staking rate: 0.15
- Staking APY: 16.18%

Token audited by @certik
Token developed by @bitemuro.io

BVT Stakes average 16.18% returns a year

Staking 1000

In ten years you will get 4,481.69
Nobody wants to lose money to inflation.

With BVT you have a secure way to protect your investment.

Check it out:

- The only way to mint new coins is staking;
- The addresses of founders, devs, and our corporate areas are forbidden to stake.
That’s why everything we do is:

**SIMPLE.** The bridge between the metaverse and the universe

**SAFE.** Because it is a platform audited by Certik.

**EASY.** Because there are ATMs spread out and integrated to exchanges platforms

**SMART.** Because value your investments via staking of 16.18% per year

**TRANSPARENT.** Because is Blockchain based.
Those metaverse companies understood the power of WWW: Win, Win, and Win! ;)